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An attempt has been made to determine the authenticity of some newly discovered paintings that may be by Jackson Pollock on the basis of a belief that his art incorporates fractal patterns seen in the natural world. This is only the latest in a long line of interpretations of his works in terms of references to nature, as Michael Schreyach discusses.

For some viewers, certain features of Jackson Pollock's drip paintings of around 1947-50 result in an acute sense that arbitrary divisions—like those imagined to exist between the beholder and a work of art, product and process, or even between a delimited pictorial field and the larger environment—have broken down. One aspect of the radical breakthrough often attributed to these works is a reduction of the distance traditionally maintained between the consumption of art objects and the experience of extra-artistic processes or events. Perhaps the most significant instance of such categorical collapse in regard to Pollock's work concerns the classic opposition between 'Nature' and 'Art'. Standing before such paintings as *Lavender Mist* (1950) or *Autumn Rhythm* (1950; Fig 2) it becomes extremely difficult to maintain the kinds of references to nature, as Michael Schreyach discusses.

The works illustrating this article are by Jackson Pollock (1912-56) unless stated otherwise. 1 Pollock outside his Long Island studio, photographed by Hans Namuth (1915-90). Photo: © Hans Namuth
'modernist' distinctions between an instantaneous apprehension of optical fact and the temporal duration often associated with art and nature respectively. The titles of many works hint at a reservoir of reference that is tied to the natural world: in the case of the paintings mentioned, to atmospheric conditions or to seasonal cycles. Additionally, Pollock's technique itself prevents the secure separation of art from nature. It is difficult to discriminate Pollock's technical mastery of art materials (his automatic or habitual following of, or modifications to, painterly conventions) from his natural spontaneity (his instinctive responsiveness to the demands of the medium). Instead of immediately seeing Pollock's deliberate craft — his careful, even mechanical, ordering of means to ends — a viewer encounters a visual field that appears to provide an experience similar in kind to that of a natural environment. Perceptual experience overwhelms appreciation of technique. Arguably, it is exactly this elision of art and nature that has contributed to the pervasive understanding of Pollock as the best representative of that momentous historical shift, admirably detailed by M.H. Abrams, from the view 'that the making of a work of art is a supremely purposeful activity' to the view 'that its coming-into-being is, basically, a spontaneous process independent of intention, precept, or even consciousness'. Pollock is an artist whose work has come to symbolise an acute form of this essentially natural or 'organic' aesthetics.

This is an identification that has become a truism in Pollock studies, and not without reason.
Second, Pollock's process after 1948 of dripping paint onto a horizontally placed canvas has been understood as more 'direct', and hence more natural, than conventional modern painting techniques. Pollock's working methods and techniques, as they developed through the 1940s, increasingly rejected conventions of European modernism, particularly those associated with cubism. Those technical innovations were subsequently seen not merely as unconventional, but as 'wild' (hence natural). The drip technique allowed Pollock to work on his canvases from all four sides, and therefore to be more direct (to literally be 'in the painting' as he himself put it) than he would otherwise have been if utilising standard techniques.1

Interestingly, some analysts have also associated this directness with a child-like naiveté, positioning Pollock as an artist who overcomes (or is able to circumvent) those habits of technical proficiency which are the result of artistic training. As a result, his drip works appear on co-equal terms with the natural, spontaneous scribbling of children (Fig 5).8 Finally, Pollock's paintings themselves are frequently taken to be connected, imagistically or emotively, to nature. Either the paintings contain images

3 Pollock painting One: Number 31, 1950, photographed by Hans Namuth (1915-90). Pollock's Number 1, 1949 hangs on the wall to his right. Sunlight hits Pollock's head. In the upper left corner a small window opens on the grass outside. Photo © Hans Namuth
abstracted from some natural scene (think of his 'Accabonac Creek' series; Galaxy; and Summertime), or the paintings convey the sense or mood of natural phenomena (think of the 'Sounds in the Grass' series; Croaking Movement; and Lavender Mist). A powerful example of the early art-cultural sanction of this connection was provided by Art News Annual, which printed a photograph of the artist painting Number 32, 1950 next to a picture of flowering marsh grasses for an essay by Parker Tyler (Fig 6). Through visual analogy, the magazine spread encouraged readers to associate the painting and the natural scene, potentially eliding the difference between natural and artificial phenomena. What is interesting is that the co- appearance of such disparate realms (a painting and a grass field) hardly seems strange: indeed, the comparison comes across as entirely expected, even 'natural'. Juxtaposition becomes conjunction, or even identification. Such familiarity only demonstrates the extent to which we have come to understand Pollock as a modern 'nature painter'.

Estimations of the relation of Pollock's paintings to nature have continued to play out in the critical literature, in the public imagination, and even in scientific discourse. The relevance for Pollock studies of these concerns has been highlighted by the recent discovery of 24 paintings, putatively by Pollock and previously unknown, and the attendant interest in the possible scientific verification of their authenticity. In 2007, the long-awaited exhibition 'Pollock Matters' is scheduled to open at the McMullen Museum of Art at Boston College. The show will include work by Lee Krasner, Mercedes Matter and Herbert Matter, but it will showcase many, if not all, of the 24 paintings found in 2002 by Alex Matter in his parents' storage facility in Wainscott, New York. No small amount of media attention has been focused on this group of paintings, with good reason. The discovery of such a large cache of previously unknown works by a major artist is the stuff that auction-house dreams are made of: the market value of the set promises to be in the millions, if the 2004 sale of Pollock's Number 12, 1949—a painting only 79 x 57 cm—for $11.655m is to be any indication. Moreover, the extension of the existing body of work (should any or all of the works be authenticated) would provide a significant platform for a scholarly review of Pollock's early experimentation with the drip technique.

As with any new discovery, however, there are sceptics. The argument about the authenticity of Matter's paintings is continuing, but it reached something of a high point in February 2006, after the New York Times ran an article by Randy Kennedy covering research conducted by Richard P. Taylor, a physicist at the University of Oregon — research that, if correct, would dispute the authenticity of the paintings on the basis of fractal geometry. Taylor's work focuses on discerning 'fractal patterns' (more on this below) in Pollock's drip paintings, and measuring their degree of 'fractal dimension'. Although Taylor did not come to a final conclusion regarding Matter's paintings, he is so confident about his method of technical analysis that he has claimed that he can date authentic Pollock's to the year in which they were made. The New York Times article came out on the day that Taylor's findings were summarised in the science journal Nature.

Although Taylor was not paid by the Pollock-Krasner Foundation, which approached him for his unique expertise and commissioned the study, his high-profile views on Pollock were covered by research conducted by Richard P. Taylor, a physicist at the University of Oregon — research that, if correct, would dispute the authenticity of the paintings on the basis of fractal geometry. Taylor's work focuses on discerning 'fractal patterns' (more on this below) in Pollock's drip paintings, and measuring their degree of 'fractal dimension'. Although Taylor did not come to a final conclusion regarding Matter's paintings, he is so confident about his method of technical analysis that he has claimed that he can date authentic Pollock's to the year in which they were made. The New York Times article came out on the day that Taylor's findings were summarised in the science journal Nature.


9 The photographs were taken by Rudy Burckhardt. See Parker Tyler, 'Hopper/Pollock', Art News, vol. xlv (1957), pp. 92-93.

10 After the McMullen Museum opening, the exhibition is scheduled to travel to the Levermore Museum of Art in Syracuse, New York. For updated information on the exhibition schedule, readers should refer to the official website: www.pollockkshbtt.com.

11 This was at the time the auction record for a Pollock and was the top lot at the sale at Christie's New York, May 11, 2004. See www.artnews.com/magazine/news/artmarketwatch/ artmarketwatch/12-04.asp.

12 See Randy Kennedy, 'Computer Analysis Suggests Paintings Are Not Pollocks', New York Times, Arts, February 9, 2006. The issue has become even more complicated since January 29, 2007, when a report released by the Harvard University Art Museums, based on a year-long study, implied that Matter's paintings could not have been made by Pollock, since they include pigments that were not commercially available until some years after the artist's death in 1956. See Harvard University Art Museums, Technical Analysis of Three Paintings Attributed to Jackson Pollock, available on-line at www.arcmuseum.harvard.edu/home/ framreport02007.pdf. For the response to the review report by the organizers of the Pollock Matters exhibition, see www.pollockkshbtt.com; for that of
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the Pollock-Krasner Foundation, see www.pkf.org/pkfa.html.

13 He did, however, find 'significant deviations' from Pollock's other works. Quoted in Alison Abbott, 'In the Hands of a Master', *Nature*, no. 439, February 9, 2000, p. 568.

According to Taylor, fractal analysis 'could be used as a quantitative, objective technique to validate and date Pollock's drip paintings'. See R.P. Taylor, et. al., 'Fractal Analysis of Pollock's Drip Paintings', *Nature*, no. 399, June 3, 1999, p. 422.


15 The other participants in the session were Claude Cernuschi, Margaret Holben Ellis, Peggy Phelps, and Lisa Frye Ashe.

16 Abbott, op. cit., p. 650.


20 R.P. Taylor, et. al., 'The Visual Complexity of Pollock's Dripped Fractals'. Although I was not able to obtain a hard copy citation, this essay is available for viewing at materials.sciences.uoregon.edu/taylor/

stark contrast to that proposed by Taylor, who — although he does not dismiss the value of provenance, connoisseurship and material analysis — primarily examined the works in terms of their exhibition of fractal patterns identical to those found in nature.14

An expert on fractals, Taylor has presented his scientific analysis of Pollock's works repeatedly since the late 1990s.15 Essentially, Taylor argues that Pollock's dripped paintings exhibit natural fractal patterns. A fractal, understood in its traditional mathematical sense, is a curve having the specific property that any small part of the curve, when enlarged, will exhibit the same statistical character as does the whole curve. In other words, fractals have a consistent geometric property evident on different scales or magnifications. The property that is defined on the smallest scale, or the highest magnification, will resemble (although it need not be identical to) the property found on larger scales. Fractal patterns, then, may be discerned by taking note of such repetition at various scales. Natural objects such as tree branches, rivers, and coastlines, all exhibit some degree of fractal pattern.

In 'The Fractal Analysis of Pollock's Drip Paintings', written with two colleagues, Taylor clarifies that fractals consist of patterns that recur or repeat on finer and finer scales. One way to quantify the visual complexity of fractal patterns is its fractal dimension, or D. This is a number that ranges from 1 to 2; the higher the number, the more complex the fractal pattern. To quantify the fractal dimension of some of Pollock's paintings (the article reproduces Pollock's *Alchemy* of 1947, although it is otherwise unclear what specific paintings were studied), a scanned image of the work was covered with 'a computer-generated mesh of identical squares'.16 Additional 'meshes' varied in density, and were applied in order to obtain the D value at different magnifications. Thus, the paintings were covered with multiple grids containing an increasing number of squares, ranging in sizes from that of the whole canvas to that of the finest paint work (about 1 mm square). By counting, at different grid-intervals, the squares within which part of the painted pattern was visible, the scientists arrived at the D value of each painting. This is the so-called 'box-counting method'. The D values for the set of paintings studied ranged from 1.3 to 1.9. Because the D values of Pollock's works increase from low to high over a period of 10 years, Taylor's team concluded that the increase in complexity was not
accidental: it demonstrates Pollock’s increasing mastery of the drip technique itself.

Taylor holds that Pollock’s drip paintings, because they contain fractal patterns, exemplify natural properties: ‘[Pollock] described nature directly. Rather than mimicking it, he adopted the language of nature – fractals – to build his own patterns’. What explains viewers’ appreciation of Pollock’s drips? In another article, ‘The Visual Complexity of Pollock’s Drip Fractals’, written with three colleagues, Taylor suggests that these patterns have an ‘aesthetic quality based on [their] visual complexity’. Because we see them in nature, we are pleased when we see fractals in art. Perhaps a basic, biological predisposition to these pleasing patterns explains, precisely, what it means when we say that Pollock’s paintings have an aesthetic quality: Taylor goes so far as to assert that the fundamental content of Pollock’s work. A key point in Taylor’s article comes when he repeats the well-known story of Pollock’s move to the Springs in 1945. In this re-telling of Pollock’s return to nature, Taylor relates ‘the many hours that Pollock spent on the back porch of his new house, staring out at the countryside as if assimilating the

natural shapes surrounding him.’ An illustration accompanies the anecdote, showing a photograph of Pollock’s house, where the artist was ‘surrounded by the complex patterns of nature’: it is juxtaposed with three smaller images showing the fractal patterns of tree branches (Fig 7). What is at stake in this analysis? For Taylor, it seems nothing less than identifying, once and for all, the grounding reference of the abstract drip paintings. The scientist intends to rectify what to his view is the impoverished situation of Pollock scholarship, where ‘despite the millions of words written about [the artist], the real meaning behind his infamous swirls of paint’ has remained inscrutable. Science will –assertively, it seems – rectify this situation. Taylor’s website boasts: ‘After fifty years of debate, the answer to Modern Art’s greatest question has been delivered from an unexpected source – science.’ Exactly what this question is, or why answering it matters, is, however, left implicit. Taylor’s work reflects a broader interest in explaining how the perceptual effects of Pollock’s works are grounded in natural phenomena, including the experience of ‘our bodies’ naturally adaptive responses to stimuli in the environment. Writing on Pollock is often characterised by a

6 A photograph by Rudy Burckhardt of Pollock at work compared to flowering Marsh Grass, from Art News Annual, volume XXVI (1957), pp. 92-3
concern to elide the difference between the effects of the artist's work and the experience of natural phenomena. This equation sometimes takes the form of an analogy between principles of 'artistic creation' and the productive principles of nature; at others, between the formal characteristics and features of a painting and those proper to natural phenomena. What is the root of this drive? Perhaps it is the common discomfort or difficulty involved in tying abstract art to a referent of some sort. In the absence of recognisable subject matter, conventional approaches to interpreting the meaning of pictures falters; the incommensurability of description to content when considering abstract art produces anxiety. Linking Pollocks' paintings to nature is a way to ground interpretation. The interpretative strategy seems to divulge the meaning of this particularly recalcitrant art: taken as either a depiction of nature, or an exemplification of nature's productive principles, a painting such as Autumn Rhythm attains a certain security of reference.

Scientific interest in Pollock, such as that exemplified by Taylor, is no isolated instance: there is a historical context for this type of analysis. Two instances, roughly contemporary with the surge of interest in Pollock after his death in 1956, will have to serve as an introduction to this wider context. Firstly, in 1957, the gestalt psychologist Rudolf Arnheim employed a box-counting method of his own to contest the idea that Pollocks' works exemplify anything like the complex, natural patterns later identified in Taylor's studies. That year, Arnheim had joined the art historian Meyer Schapiro at the annual meeting of the American Federation of Arts in Houston, Texas. The conference featured speakers who addressed the issue of abstract art; in particular, participants discussed the cultural value of 'spontaneity' in artistic expression.26 While Schapiro famously found abstract art to be characterised by a 'liberating quality', owing to various hand-made, material features that indexed freedom, Arnheim worried that artists (and their critics) afforded too much credit to chance, or 'automatism' (a catch-all phrase added). R.P. Taylor, et.al., 'The Visual Complexity of Pollock's Dripped Fractals', http://materialscience.uoregon.edu/taylor/art/TaylorCCS2002.pdf

27 Arnheim, op. cit., p. 32.

Figure 1. Left: Pollock's house on Long Island. In contrast to his previous life in Manhattan, Pollock perfected his drip technique surrounded by the complex patterns of nature. Right: Trees are an example of a natural fractal object. Although the patterns observed at different magnifications don't repeat exactly, analysis shows them to have the same statistical qualities (photographs by R.P. Taylor).
whole. It certainly could have no natural referent. The problem with Pollock, as Arnheim earlier wrote, was that his seemingly homogeneous paintings were "inarticulate, plain, motionless... [like] the chilled universe... at the end of time" — hardly a description of a fully, healthy and human experience in natural surroundings.

A second instance: in 1958, a curious effort to ground the meaning of Pollock's work in reference to natural phenomena took the form of an exhibition that paired abstract paintings with electron microphotographs. To celebrate its bicentenary, J.R. Geigy S.A., a firm specialising in microbiology, organised an exhibition at the Kunsthalle, Basel entitled 'Kunst und Naturform' — 'Form in Art and Nature'. The exhibition's theme was the apparent correspondence between the forms of abstract art and forms seen by a scientist under a microscope. A guiding assumption was the idea that abstract paintings were indeed identical in structure to natural forms, albeit on different scales. Paintings were shown alongside pictures of organic cellular structure or inorganic matter (close-ups of fibres or crystals for example). The organisers intended to raise a viewer's awareness of Pollock's paintings. Here it is crucial to stress the importance than what such attempts reveal about the perpetuation of such specious 'parallels' is to be countered when it occurs. On his website, for instance, Taylor replicates — intentionally or not — the Geigy strategy of comparison. He sets Pollock's Number 32, 1950 (the reproduction is severely cropped, showing only about 60% of the surface of the actual painting) next to a close-up of tree roots, which fill the frame of the digital photograph; and he likens Full Fathom Five (also cropped, and inexcusably reproduced on its side) to an obvious oceanic referent, a picture of a mass and tangle of seaweed. Recently, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention featured a reproduction of Pollock's Autumn Rhythm on the cover of an issue of Emerging Infectious Diseases.

Explain this choice, Polyxeni Potter notes that 'disease distribution follows the complex, repetitive, and cumulative patterns of nature'; patterns that are stamped, like Pollock's paintings, with 'nature's fingerprint as seen from [the artist's] back porch in East Hampton'. Is it predictable that on this point Potter would parrot Taylor?

To connect Pollock to nature promises to secure reference in something seemingly tangible and concrete. But the type of connection — and here I have focused on the scientific, and literal, as opposed to the metaphorical, which has just as many (if not considerably more) problems — is of less importance than what such attempts reveal about our continuing struggle with the meanings of each of Pollock's paintings. Here it is crucial to stress 'each', because too often the unique, material characteristics of the individual works are de-emphasised, or perhaps unconsciously suppressed (witness the casualness with which reproductions of Pollock's paintings are often handled: mistitled, or printed upside down or reversed). We begin to speak about 'Pollocks' rather than about Autumn Rhythm or Lavender Mist — two paintings that any viewer would be compelled to concede have incontestably dissimilar material features, and thus divergent perceptual effects. This situation might lead to the erroneous assumption that all the paintings have, in the end, the same meaning.

Driving a work back to its most elementary constituent (such as a fractal pattern, or a cellular
structure as revealed by microphotography, or a child's basic motor pattern as revealed through scribbles, or even a pattern of disease spread), and subsequently identifying that constituent as the basis upon which we should build our understanding of all of Pollock's paintings, seems to accomplish the interpretative work begun even in the artist's own time under the guise of scientific fact. And as such, the method seems to 'solve' problems of reference. But what it does not do is recognise the possibility that it is precisely these problems that sustain repeated engagements with Pollock's achievement in the first place. So why does it seem so imperative to solve them? Perhaps we have a deep discomfort with the seemingly endless task some abstract painting demands from us: a continual, vigilant investigation of our own culture's relation to 'nature'. This nature, after all, might not easily be mastered, even when we can quantify and contain it within scientific (or humanistic) discourse.

Michael Schreyach is a lecturer in the Department of Art History at the University of Southern California in Los Angeles.